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Pounds outweigh plutonium danger
By Mervyn Jones

LONDON

•INDSCALH, A REMOTE
village en the north-
western coast of Eng-
land, appears set to
make £ name for itself

in the frightening history of the nuclear
age. Siucs ilie early 1950s it has been the
iocaiior, cf Britain's pioneering nuclear
power stations, a-irl its record includes
an acck;-s:".,i when the escape of contam-
matirs natsrd \vas admittedly serious
and narrcw'.y /'.Isssd being catastrophic.
New ilisre £>T. pans for £ forger enterprise
with huge :'r.t£rr'.sticr:al implications. The
proposal is is create £ center for reprocess-
ing ::;uae£r waste, partly British and partly
imp-crted.

A spss'k". company has been formed
wit;-, the na:;," of British Nuclear Fuels
Liiritsf". 7>.g installation would take three
years to buiii a -,t demand an investment
cf 60C rru'-n pounds (2 pound = $1 .88),
but '.hers is lilt's doubt that in time it
would js very gccd business and would
make a significant contribution to Bri-
tain's zsaiar.cc cr payments. A number
of countries ths': "?ave (or intend to have)
nuclear power stations ere kesr. to become
customers, witi? Ja^an we" to the fore.

Blandly described in BNFL statements
as a reprocessing piant5 the installation
would in fact be a piutonium factory.
The material reaching Windscale would
be turned into separated plutonium, and
this would be returned to the customer
nation. The argument is that indefinite
storage of unprocessed waste- -the prac-
tice in the U.S.., where reprocessing is
banned — creates intractable problems
for densely populated countries like Bri-
tain or Japan. It is further said that plu-

The Windscale and Colder Works, Cumberland, England.

tonium would be a valuable addition to
a nation's nuclear power capacity.

Proliferation and terrorism.
Most practicably and therefore most prob-
ably, the plutonium would be used in fast-
breeder reactors. The building of fast-
breeders is regarded as a dangerous step
for several reasons. Britain's Minister of
Energy, Tony Benn, has authorized one
of them on an experimental basis but has

so far resisted pressure to embark on a
general fast-breeder program.

Still more alarming is the possibility
of using the plutonium in the making of
nuclear weapons. As a supplier for this
purpose, Britain would be in direct breach
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. BNFL
claims that its plutonium would be sub-
jected to a process called "spiking," a
method of rendering it unsuitable for
weapons use.

But there is much controversy over the
validity of this process. In 1977 the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission took the
view that spiking could not be 100 per-
cent effective if a government—or a ter-
rorist group that might get hold of plu-
tonium—were determined to make a nu-
clear explosive.

Objections to the Windscale project
have been expressed on various grounds.

Continued on page 10.

New budget reflects dim view of world economy
By Mervyn Jones

LONDON

C
HANCELLOR OF EXCHEQUER
Denis Heaky has introduced
a cautious budget. It is seen
as a recognition that British
economic difficulties are by

no means over. He has been under strong
political pressure to make sweeping tax
cuts on both personal income tax and
company tax to give a stimulus for high-
er production.

Both the Confederation of British In-
dustry, the main employers' organization,
and the Trades Union Congress had urged
cuts amounting to 3.5 million pounds
[1 pound = $1.88], But Healey has de-
cided to limit cuts to the 2.5 million
pounds that had been accepted in pre-
budget discussions as minimum.

These cuts ate concentrated almost
entirely on personal tax and will benefit
everyone from Jew-paid workers to the
rich. The greatest improvement will be
felt by the half-million people on mod-
erately high mco0tess mostly middle-rank
business executives who had complained
loudly about their burdens. Healey as-
serts that workers on average earnings
with wife and children, if they have re-
ceived the maximum wage rise allowed
under government policy, will experience a
6 percent improvement in living standards.

Rebuff to liberals,
This is better than last year's standstill
but wiO hardly evoke rousing- cheers.
Meanwhile, he has refused any relaxa-
tions in the company tax, and business
circles will be very resentful. But tactful
concessions have been made to owners

of small family businesses as well as farm-
ers and hotel owners. In political terms,
these are concessions to the Liberal party.

This gesture, however, is eclipsed by
Healey's rejection of the main strategy
urged by the government's Liberal allies.
They had pressed for very large income
tax cuts offset by substantial increases in
indirect taxes, especially the value added
tax that is levied on all consumption
goods except food. Any such increase
would have meant overnight speedup of
inflation and would also have generated
revolt from Labour rank and file who
traditionally oppose consumption taxes.

Healey had more political sense than
to adopt such a strategy. But the rebuff
will be keenly felt by the Liberals and
shows that the party pact is far from giv-
ing them an influential voice in key deci-
sions. They are now threatening to ally
with the Tories in voting against budget
measures. If carried through this threat
would mean government defeat and an
immediate election. It is highly unlikely,
however, that the Liberals, now in the
weakest position for years, will take such
action. Anyway, Healey has decided to
call their bluff.

On the left of the Labour party there
will be criticism of the small, indeed de-
risory, extra sums granted to social ser-
vices. The health service gets an extra 50
million pounds and education an extra
40 million. These are tiny sums in relation
to the budget as a whole and do little to
compensate for the cuts of recent years.
Certainly they will not reverse the steady
rundown of standards in the slum schools
and antiquated hospitals of Britain's
main cities. The only gesture to critics
has been the cancellation of the widely re-

sented increase in payments for school
meals. Meanwhile, to defuse right-wing
pressure, Healey promises extra money
for the police and prisons.

Anxiety about economy.
Evident in Healey's speech was anxiety ov-
er the prospects for the British economy.
He began by saying that "world recovery
has been more sluggish than expected"
and described 1977 as a "disappointing
year." He was speaking after the Copen-
hagen meeting of EEC prime ministers
had yet again failed to produce convinc-
ing plans for economic upturn.

Action has been deferred to the sum-
mit of major capitalist nations to be held
this June in Bonn, but there is at present
no reason to expect that this will be any
more productive than.the 1977 London
summit. Failing world recovery, as Healey
frankly said, "no single nation can even
solve its own problems."

To put this more precisely, tax cuts and
greater spending power in Britain might
merely result in a renewed flow of im-
ports and cancel the recent improvement
in the balance of payments, unless coun-
tered by willingness of other nations to
buy British exports. But there is no sign
of such willingness.

The fault lies partly with the restrictive
policies of Germany and Japan and partly
with the weakness of British industry.
To quote Healey again, "Unless British
industry can produce, a budget stimulus
will create jobs in other countries, not
our own."

High imports will inevitably raise the
inflation rate. Healey forecasts a rate of 7
percent for 1978 but his hopes in the past
have always been disproved by events.

On the eve of the budget came news that
prices of industrial raw materials have
risen 2 percent in March, a bad omen for
future consumer prices.

His May promise was that the budget
stimulus, plus the flow of North Sea oil,
will increase gross national product by 3
percent in the coming year. This too re-
mains to be seen. Once again he was
forced to report that the increase for the
past year has been zero.

Unemployment remains an insuperable
problem for the Labour government.
Healey referred as usual to the "intoler-
able level" but ministers have been using
this phrase since 1975 and have continued
to tolerate it. Figures have marginally
fallen in the last two months but the out-
look is bad.

Three warning signs came within days
before the budget was announced. The
steel industry, now in critical condition,
announced plans to hasten closures of
older plants, bringing gloom notably to
the city of Cardiff whose doomed steel
plant is the mainstay of its local economy.
British Leyland, the auto combine now
in government hands, decided to close its
plant in Merseyside, Britain's hardest-hit
industrial region where unemployment
is double the national average. And 2,000
jobs have vanished in the closing of a
plant making TV sets, a field in which
British industry is fighting for survival
against Japanese imports.

On present showing, the trend seems
unlikely to be reversed. "The main pur-
pose of the budget," Healey said, "is to
encourage growth of economic activity
sufficiently to get unemployment down."
All indications are that this will be a for-
midable task. •
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Plutonium
Continued from page 9.
People living nearby are divided; with
some fearful of possible accidents and
nuclear poisoning, others attracted by
employment opportunities. There is much
anxiety about the safety of the material
(both incoming nuclear waste and export-
ed plutonium) that would be carried by
ship all over the world. Point has been
given to these fears by the recent wreck of
of an oil tanker on the French coast, with
220,000 tons of oil spilling on to beaches.
"If we can't transport oil safely," asks a
letter in a London newspaper, "what
makes us think that we are ready to trans-
port plutonium?"

Then there is the problem of terrorism.
To forestall it—if indeed there could ever
be a guarantee of forestalling it—might
require armed security forces in the local-
ity, road-blocks and house-searches, and
intensive screening of workers in the plant.
All this could be extremely unpleasant,
not to say incompatible with accepted
civil liberties and privacy rights.

Collision course with U.S.
Above all, there is a sharp divergence in-
ternationally on the question of whether
or not the project will allow nations pos-
sessing the know-how—let's remember
that Brazil, Argentina and Pakistan are
among BNFL's prospective customers—
to come closer to making nuclear wea-
pons. Britain, supported by France and
West Germany, maintains that Windscale
would be a safety factor because it would
deter such nations from building their
own plutonium factories, in which spik-
ing might not be in effect.

The U.S. is known to take the contrary
view and to frown on any sanction to re-
processing. A respected science corres-
pondent has written: "Western Europe
and Japan are on, a collision course with
the United States over measures for con-
trolling the spread of nuclear weapons."
The British government will have to con-
sider whether this is the right moment to
risk a clash with the Carter administration.

British law obliged the government to
set up an open inquiry into the project
headed by a judge, Mr. Justice Parker.
Parker held hearings lasting three months
at Windscale itself and listened to submis-
sions from local interests, ecology cam-
paigners, and distinguished scientists
from Britain and abroad. His report came
down solidly in favor of the project, dis-
missing all objections as exaggerated.

But the report has merely prolonged
the controversy. In many ways it is eva-
sive or seeks to reassure without much
conviction. On the security issue, for
instance, Parker says:

"The most one can do, it seems to me,
is to require the government should en-

sure that the interference with our lib-
erties goes no further than our protection
demands and that there should be some
Minister answerable to Parliament if in-
terference goes further than this."

Worse, the judge has been accused of
distorting the evidence that he heard. Dr.
Tom Cochran, an American nuclear phy-
sicist, says that he argued that spiking is
ineffective against terrorists and is cited
in the report as holding that it is effective.
He told the press that he has written to
Peter Shore—Secretary for the Environ-
ment, and hence the man who must make
the final decision—"to express my shock
and dismay at the way in which the judge
misrepresented my testimony." Three
British scientists who gave evidence op-
posing the project also charge Parker with
distortion or selective quotation.

Parliamentary debate.
On March 22 the issue was debated in Par-
liament for the first time since the Parker
report was made public. Shore, who had
already hailed the report as "masterly"
and "persuasive," urged MPs to give
their approval. He pointed out that Jap-
anese orders promise a windfall of 250
million pounds, and European contracts
should be worth as much again. To reject
reprocessing, he said, would mean a need
"to design and develop new facilities for
long-term storage." He was supported by
his opposite number, the Tory spokesman
on environmental matters.

Leo Abse, an independent-minded La-
bour MP, spoke against the project. "A
terrible price will be paid," he warned,
"for going into an export business with
appallingly malignant side effects." He
went on to charge that we are being hus-
tled into a decision by "the nuclear in-
dustrial complex."

MPs were allowed a free vote without
party whips, but the pro-Windscale atti-
tude of both the government and the offi-
cial opposition naturally influenced the
outcome. The motion—technically to
"adjourn the debate," i.e. to give approv-
al to the government's policy—was carried
by 186 votes to 56 in a thinly-attended
House. The vote is not decisive in any
final sense, since further votes are neces-
sary to endorse actual construction work
and .investment of public funds.

For opponents of Windscale, however,
this first test of parliamentary opinion is
undoubtedly a setback. They plan an in-
tensive lobby of MPs and a mass demon-
stration in London—this, in fact, should
already have taken place but was deferred
because of the government's two-month
ban on marches. Within months, in any
case, we may be committed to a project
that many informed people still regard as
extremely perilous. •
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Indonesian czar
Continued from page 11.

Looming large in this kind of thinking
is the liberation of Indochina, and the
American antiwar movement that helped
bring it about. "I think Americans can't
appreciate the impact of Vietnam," Soe-
karno observed. "They may not be fam-
iliar with the danger of subversion."

He is critical of what he calls the New
Left: "I do not know what their objec-
tives are, but it seems from the result of
their activities as if they are against our
country. They have been trying to publish
information damaging to the interests of
Indonesia. On the human rights, or so-
called prisoners, they are blowing the

Americans "may not be
familiar with the
dangers of subversion."
whole issue out of proportion, as if this
is the real thing that matters, or the only
thing that matters, while keeping silent
about other big issues in other countries,
particularly Vietnam and Cambodia."

War in Timor.
Late in 1975, the Indonesian government
took over the eastern part of the island
of Timor, intervening just as the former
colony was about to receive its indepen-
dence from Portugal. Again there were re-
ports of massacres by government forces.
Estimates of the numbers who died range
anywhere from 10,000 (the government
of Indonesia and the U.S. State depart-
ment) to 100,000 (Timorese refugees, op-
position members of the Australian Par-
liament and Amnesty International).

At the time, there were protests at the
UN about the Indonesian incursion; the
General Assembly and the Security Coun-
cil called on Indonesia to respect the is-
land's right to self-determination and to
withdraw its troops. Indonesia ignored
the calls. Last November, with the U.S.
dissenting, the UN General Assembly
voted to send a mission to East Timor in
advance of a visit by a special committee
to determine whether the island should
be independent after all. In December,
Amnesty International scored Indonesia
for refusing to allow the International
Red Cross to visit East Timor.

There is strong evidence that the Indo-
nesians overcame guerilla forces on East
Timor that were not so much ideological
as nationalist. Still, Soekarno views the
East Timor situation as part of the Com-

munist threat. As such, it has been elim-
inated: "As far as we're concerned," he
explained, "East Timor is no longer a
problem."

Soekarno's concern for security applies
to his own work as well. Under a 1968
law, President Suharto has the power to
stop anything that might incite people,
including the publication of inflamma-
tory material. Soekarno and the Kopkam-
tib, a military security force, are the Presi-
dent's agents. In 1974, after protests
against the visit of the unpopular Japan-
ese premier, Soekarno closed down six
newspapers, among them the student
paper Marian Kami, which had been cri-
tical of the government's handling of the
demonstrations. Spates of outright cen-
sorship, however, were followed by a more
restrained approach. Last spring, news-
paper executives reported warning visits
by the Kopkamtib when they published
stories about students protesting a hike in
bus fares.

"In my country," Soekarno explained,
"we have freedom of the press, but of
course the freedom is not absolute. You
have to balance the freedom with respon-
sibility. Ours is a developing country. We
cannot afford the luxury of instability."

Soekarno oversees a system of positive
as well as negative reinforcement to get
the kind of coverage he wants. The gov-
ernment regularly gives away choice plots
of land suitable for building to favored
editors and journalists; bank loans are
available at prime rates for financing a
house. So many have taken advantage of
the offer that an entire section of the city
of Jakarta is called Journalists Village,
and the government has installed free
roads, schools, utilities and a marketplace.
Soekarno seemed not to question the
propriety of the arrangement; his only
comment was that it is an inexpensive,j*(ay
for the journalists to live: "It's cheap."

The interview almost done, we asked
Soekarno, his fingers delicately holding
a slim Continental cigarette, whether he
was, as the State department had indi-
cated, a voice of restraint among more
authoritarian officials.

His eyes flickered, and briefly Soekar-
no seemed to lose his marked self-control.
Suddenly he leaned back, opened his
mouth and laughed out loud for the first
time in the interview. "I do not know,"
he replied finally. "Of course I do my
duty. I do not know if I'm a restraining
influence." •
Connie Page writes for Boston's REAL
PAPER.
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INDONESIA

The press czar defends bloody history
By Connie Page

A
MONG THE COUNTRIES FAV-
orecl in the Carter adminis-
tration's foreign aid pro-
posed for 1979 are several
with long ancl bloody his-

tories of violating human rights. One is
Indonesia, the 13, 000- island archipelago,
junta-run, south of Vietnam. If Congress
approves the request, Indonesia will re-
ceive about §50 million in economic aid
and $45 million in military aid.

Like many cf the military regimes the
U.S. supports, Indonesia 5s of immense
strategic importance, and is expected to
assume an even more critical role over the
next ten years.

It '.s the largest country in southeast
As:?., sac ihs fifth largest IT. population
in the worM, its people numbering well
over 135 raiHicr.. With its vast expanse of
land stretching c::t svgr thousands of is-
lands, ,"ridcnssi& is in £ key location to
fill sut a string cf American military bases
throughout ;>5 Pacific Basin. It
commands iv/o important straits, the
Malacca sad the Ms.kasssr5 which provide
oil tanker rcuiss from the Middle East
to Jaoan and Europe; and another, the
Orabai, which is desp enough to allow nu-
clear submarines is pass through. Indo-
nesia also is vai *ous!y the third or fourth
largest supplier of oil to the U.S., running
neck and neck with Iran. Though osten-
sibly neutral, 'Indonesia gets closer to the
U.S. with each passing year.

With Vietnam", Cambodia and Laos in-
dependent and Thailand in perpetual poli-
tical convulsion, it is one of the last secure
ramparts against communism in that part
of the world.

Press c/ar. .
A recent interview with an official high
(!) the Indonesian government gives some
further insight into the countiy's peculiar
attraction for the U.S. The official is Soe-
karno (like many Indonesians, he goes
by only a single name). He is Indonesia's
chief censor, and a confirmed anti-com-
munist.

Soekarno is a small ra&n, his cheek-
bones sculptured, his hair oiled and curly.
For many years a press attache stationed
in Rome and London, he is urbane, cor-
dial and speaks English with a slight Brit-
ish accent underlaying the native reson-
ances, Recently hs was on a month-long
tour of the U.S. sponsored and bank-
rolled by the Stats department.

The purpose of his trip was never pre-
cisely dear; apparently., however, it was
not simply to satisfy professional curios-
ity. An eager r-alisr who arranged an in-
terview described Soskaruo as Indonesia's
"press czar." A State department hand-
out seat in preparation for the meeting
had this to say about Soekamo: "Though
he is charged with censoring the press,
lie is philosophically sensitive to the prob-
lems involved. The [American] embassy
[in Jakarta] thinks he may be a voice of
restraint among other more authoritarian
officials." Ths implication of these con-
flicting reports seemed to be variously
that Soekarno's stateside experiences
might help him argue for reason at home
or, alternatively, that those Americans
who met him might look more favorably
on his country,

Comiminiswx
Soekarno's diplomatic and government
career spans the entire length of office of
the sitting President of Indonesia, Suhar-
to (who also uses just one same). Suharto
came to power almost by accident, in the
wake of a coup is 1963. Alitsost immed-
iately, the Prgsissxt ssi about to destroy
the communist rscveHier.* that was flour-
ishing at ths i:r.cs. He authorized or al-
lowed (Westsrs. rs^crts ars unclear) one
of the sricst grisly carr^psigns cf slaughter
in sacderr. tirr.ss.

Soekarno interviewed at Boston's REAL PAPER. Eric A. Rotn

thousands. The killings have been on such
a scale that the disposal of the corpses
has created a serious sanitation problem
in East Java and Northern Sumatra where
the humid air bears the reek of decaying
flesh. Travelers from those areas tell of
small rivers and streams that have been
literally clogged with bodies. River trans-
portation has at places been seriously
impeded."

Afterwards, President Suharto had
Communists and Communist sympathiz-
ers who were still alive imprisoned with-
out trial. Many of the 100,000 or so poli-
tical prisoners now in Indonesian jails—
and the extraordinary number puts the
country on top of Amnesty Internation-
al's list of human rights violators—have
been there since the 1965 purge.

Soekarno refused to call them politi-
cal prisoners, but rather "criminals be-
cause they have committed a crime." In

the strictest sense, he's correct. Like
many countries using jail to pacify dissi-
dents, Indonesia has made communism
a crime.

New left.
Late last year, Indonesia claimed to have
released about 10,000 of these prisoners.
Soekarno insisted, however, that this
was not in response to American pres-
sure. "As far as we're concerned, we
have our own philosophy. We act as
we've always acted in accordance with
that philosophy. We believe in the five
principles embodied in the Pantja Sila [a
sort of Declaration of Independence]—
God, nationalism, humanism, democracy
and social justice. In relationship to the
prisoner issye, for example, it is human-
ism: If they [the Communists] do some-
thing wrong, it is our duty to guide them
to the right path."

Indonesians interviewed in this country
and recent American visitors there feel
that the slaughter and longterm impris-
onment of Communists all but destroyed
their influence. Observers see political
dissent, such as it is, emerging rather from
the almost feudal nature of the culture—
a jostling for power among so many war-
ring princes. Still the government offi-
cially targets Communism as the gravest
threat to its internal stability.

During the interview, Soekarno repeat-
edly referred to this danger. He claimed
that by the time of the 1965 coup, the
Communists by their own count num-
bered about five million. "So there must
still be a lot of people in Indonesia who
are silently supporting the Communists."
he concluded. "That's why the Commun-
ists in Indonesia are still considered a
threat."

Continued on page 10.

As » 71*%? dispsrjch cf the cay described
it- "Commuriic-s rsc. sympathizers and
their families ar-: '^.i-ir; Ks.ssscred by the

U.S. officials deny deception on aid
By Lenny Siegel

M
EETING BEHIND CLOSED
doors in late March, the
subcommittee on Asia
and Pacific Affairs of
the House Internation-

al Relations committee declined to chal-
lenge the administration request for aid
to Indonesia.

The administration has also chosen
to ignore a previously unannounced in-
ternal ban on arms sales that has left a
strange trail of bureaucratic duplicity.

In early 1976, the American military
aid bureaucracy violated its own secret
ban on arms shipments to Indonesia.
The U.S. arranged to supply at least $1.3
million in spare parts and maintenance
for a squadron of OV-10 "Bronco"
counterinsurgency aircraft, previously
sent to Indonesia under the Foreign Mili-
tary Sales program. These orders, admit
State department and Pentagon officials,
violated an administrative hold that the
two agencies had imposed when the
U.S. learned that Indonesia employed
American arms in its Dec. 7, 1975, in-
vasion of neighboring East Timor.

Members of the House committee first
learned of the temporary arms embar-
go in March 1977 when Assistant Sec-
retary of State for East Asian and Paci-
fic Affairs Richard Holbrooke reported,
"To ensure that we were in compliance

with the applicable statutes, while we
were reviewing the situation, the U.S. ad-
ministratively delayed the provision of
additional security assistance to Indonesia
although military equipment already in
the pipeline continued to be delivered."

The problem, reported Holbrooke's
deputy Robert Oakley, was that the
Indonesians had ,used U.S.-provided
C-130 "Hercules" transport planes and
U.S. arms in their invasion of East Ti-
mor. American aid legislation and agree-
ments with the Indonesian government
both require the U.S.-provided arms
not be used in foreign aggression.

In justifying a resumption of aid af-
ter only a six-month embargo, Hol-
brooke said, "During this period there
was also significant reduction of hostil-
ities in Timor. Under these circum-
stances, we believed it appropriate to
reinstate security assistance for Indo-
nesia and we did so in late June." Fur-<
thermore, the U.S. accepted the July
12, 1976, "incorporation" of East Ti-
mor as Indonesia's 27th province, so
from that time military action in East
Timor could be considered internal po-
lice action, not foreign aggression!

Members of the International Rela-
tions Committee were upset that they
had not been informed of the embargo
until nine months after it ended. Lester
Wolff, the New York Democrat who
heads the subcommittee on Asian and

Pacific Affairs, asserted that Congres-
sional action supporting security assis-
tance to Indonesia "might have been
different if we had all been made aware
of what was happening."

The Washington-based Center for In-
ternational Policy studied a Pentagon-
supplied print-out of Foreign Military
Sales agreements, and it found that the
U.S. had made at least four new offers
of weapons during the supposed ban.
Cornell Southeast Asian specialist Ben
Anderson reported this contradiction to
the International'Relations Committee
on Feb. 15, 1978, and State and Penta-
gon officials admitted that they had in-
deed violated their own ban. Oakley
told the Committee, however, that they
had not been "out to deceive."

Two possibilities emerge from this
rather confusing sequence of events.
First, the State department invented the
embargo retroactively, to make Con-
gress think that it was scrupulously en-
forcing aid legislation. Or second, top
Ford administration officials overrode
their deputies and misled them. Repre-
sentative Don Fraser (D-Minn.) has
asked both the State department and De-
fense Security Assistance Agency to
provide documents so his subcommit-
tee on International Organizations can
determine exactly what happened. •
Lenny Siegel is a researcher at the Paci-
fic Studies Center in Palo Alto, Calif.
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